In the hybrid model, Leavenworth USD 453 operates at 50 percent capacity with safety measures in place. In-Person students alternate between learning at home (short-term hybrid) and learning at school to reduce class sizes and allow for thorough cleaning between groups of students. Rigorous Remote & Virtual Learning students continue to learn at home. Wednesdays would be Remote-Only for All Students, with In-Person Group A attending On-Site Mon/Thurs; Group B Tue/Fri.

The decision to remain in hybrid (as opposed to 100%) is based on review of community gating criteria: % positive / daily case average; total cases per 100K; community positive percentage.
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HYBRID MODEL: Sept 7 - Oct 2 SCHEDULE (AB/Remote/AB)

In-Person learners: Schools operate at a reduced capacity (50 percent) based on community gating criteria, with safety precautions in place. Group A (Monday/Thursday) and Group B (Tuesday/Friday); All Remote on Wednesdays.

Rigorous Remote/Virtual learners: Students learn at home five days a week.

WHEREEVER YOU'RE LEARNING, IT'S A GREAT DAY TO BE A PIONEER!